Credentials 2022

Evolution over last 13 years – more than 800 content projects in digital

Foundation of the agency

Team development and
expansion

2009

2013-2016
2010-2012

2017-2022

creation of the first
advertising projects

Implemented 800+ projects
in the digital

New Strategies Group is a digital agency that has
focused all its efforts on creating content projects in
the Internet.
To make it more convenient for you to work with us,
we have established a network-level client service.

Our products

SMM
AND CONTENT


Brand’s social media



Messengers



Video and photo content

CREATIVITY AND
STRATEGY


Big Idea and
communication platform



NCP



Corporate identity and
branding

DIGITAL
PRODUCTION


Any types of sites



Banners



Chat bots



AR applications

INFLUENCE
MARKETING


Publications with
influencers



Special projects



Brand ambassadors

Our Strengths

Strong expertise
in content
creation

High quality
standards

Full stack
project

Network-level
of client
services.

Wellestablished
processes

Available
prices

Media

https://rzm.com.ua/

Creative

Digital

We are partners of the Razom Communication holding

We are in the TOP ratings of agencies according to the IAB*
Social Media

* https://iab.com.ua/iab-ukrayina-publikuye-rejtyng-agentsij-ta-kompanij-shho-nadayut-poslugy-u-sferi-didzhytal/

Intelligent services

Key clients 2022

Projects with clients in the agency's portfolio

We are partners with advertising associations

Industry festivals

Advertising committees

There are 30 members of our team for today:
CEO

Client Service

Client Service
Director
5 Account Managers

Creative department

Creative Director
and Copywriter
4 Designers

3 Content Photographers

SMM and content

SMM Director

3 Content Creators

3 SMM Managers

Production

Production
Director

Back-Office

Accountant

1 Project Manager

2 Developers

Targetologist
Technical Partners

Lawyer

PR Manager

Vladimir Cherner
Chief Executive & Strategy Officer

▪

Experience in digital projects: 13 years.
Experience in advertising: 14 years.

▪

The main areas of work and expertise: project
management and process organization, customer
service, sales, analytics and strategy, networking,
personnel management, financial flow control.

▪

Developed and implemented projects for the
following companies: Microsoft, Bonduelle,
Henkel, LVMH, Herbalife, Vitmark, Danone, MHP,
J&J, Bunge, Nestle, Unilever, Suzuki, BAT.

Igor Rudyak
Client Service Director

▪

Experience in digital projects: 13 years

▪

The main areas of work and expertise: administrative and
operational management of the company, business
process optimization, project team management, newbiz,
troubleshooting, digital consulting.

▪

Developed and implemented projects for the following
companies: SAMSUNG, McDonalds, Henkel, DeLonghi
Group (KENWOOD, BRAUN, DeLonghi), BEKO, Sony
Mobile, Sony Pictures (B&H), Sony Ukraine, Philips
Ukraine, HUAWEI, Nissan, Renault, Porsche Ukraine,
Bohdan-Auto Holding, Nova Poshta, Herbalife Ukraine,
Nemiroff, BAT (TM Kent, GLO), IDS Group (ТМ
Morshinska, ТМ Borjomi), GlaxoSmithKline, KimberlyClark Ukaine (ТМ Kotex), Brocard, Yves Rocher and other.

Bondarenko Alexey
Creative & Content Director

▪

Experience in advertising: 8 years

▪

The main areas of work and expertise: development of
ideas and creative concepts for brand promotion on the
Internet, search for insights and development of
advertising messages, development of competitive
activation mechanics, preparation of presentations,
scenarios, banner ideas

▪

Developed and implemented projects for the following
companies: Ferma, Koblevo, BeerPoint, Lactonia, Kite,
Syoss, Nestle Baby, Henkel, Herbalife, Khlibniy Dar,
Kozatska Rada, Marengo, Morosha, Khortytsia

Alla Mart
SMM Director

▪

Experience in digital projects: 8 years, 11 years in PR.

▪

The main areas of work and expertise: project
management and management of smm-specialists
team, development of communication strategies and
social media presence strategies.

▪

Developed and implemented projects for the following
companies: HTC, Lipton, Fly, Turkish Airlines, Tez Tour,
Novus, Beko, Heel, Vitmark, Subaru

Our Project

Integrated communication project
on the example of Herbalife Nutrition
The project faced several difficult tasks: the adaptation the
new global communication of the brand, to rejuvenate the
audience and get rid of the company's image from the 90’s.
We decided to implement an integrated communication
project. Famous culinary celebrity Yuri Kovryzhenko was
involved for this purpose. And together with Yuri we
created a cookbook of recipes. To promote the book, we
shot 6 videos that were promoted on YouTube, supported
the launch of the book with posts and conducted several
activations on the brand's social networks.
As a result, our project received
 8 million impressions
 2,5 million coverage
 6,000 participants took part in the activations!
The client liked everything and decided to continue the
project by developing a new site.

about case

First children's branded TikTok channel
in Ukraine – Jaffa Crazy Fruit
The Jaffa Crazy Fruit brand is aimed not at an adult audience,
which is easy to catch on Facebook and Instagram, but at
children. To get their attention, we invited the client to go to
TikTok.
To start the project, we sewed branded dolls, taking the idea
of characters from the packaging. And together with children
actors, these dolls were brought to life.
During the three months of the project's existence:


we received 10,000 subscribers



an audience reach of 2 million people



210,000 likes and a contact frequency of 12.

At the same time, promotion in TikTok gave us coverage 2.5-3
times cheaper than in any other social network of Vitmark
brands. And TikTok gave a contact frequency of 12+, compared to
other networks where the contact frequency of brands is 2.5-3!

about case

Tik Tok Crazy Fruit

Creative special project
on the example of SYOSS "Bomb"

To get attention to the brand's new products in the category
of dry shampoos, we made a special project with bloggers.
We selected 10 beauty bloggers and sent them press packs
in the form of a real bomb. The task of the blogger is to
unpack the Bomb and survive =) and also to activate the
timer and see if the hair styling lasts 24 hours.
As a result, we got:


2 million coverage instead of 1.5 million planned. The
creative idea helped us to exceed the KPI by 33%!



166 thousand comments.



ER 8.29%, which is more than twice the plan.



+ 58% increase in sales compared to the previous
month

about case

Development of several company brands
in social networks on the example of Vitmark
Vitmark Ukraine has given several different brands to our
agency for management.
We approached the project on a large scale, updated
content strategies taking into account the interests of
different target audiences, developed unique visual styles
for social networks, created local craft content and
actively promoted communities.
As a result:


Coverage increased by 20-30%+ compared to the
period before working with the agency (from 1 million
coverage per month and more).



Engagement increased by an average of 2-2.5 times
and more among brands.



The number of positive comments about the brand
has increased by more than 60%.

about case

VegaMilk FB

Jaffa FB

Chudo FB

NashSik FB

VegaMilk IG

Jaffa IG

Chudo IG

NashSik IG

Big expertise in food category
content creation: on the example of
Bonduelle, Lipton, Myasna Lavka

Photos of delicious dishes are one of the most popular
areas of content on social networks. Taking a photo of a
dish before trying it has become mainstream a long time
ago.
But today, working with food products, we understand
that just taking a photo of the product is no longer
enough. It is necessary to use professional equipment,
skillfully work with props, know how to cook food
properly, in which studios it is better to shoot and much
more.
Over the years of working with content, we have
developed a strong expertise in this and are ready to
share it with new clients.

about case

Bonduelle FB

Lipton FB

Mlavka FB

Bonduelle IG

Lipton IG

Mlavka IG

Also strong expertise in beauty category
content creation on the example of Henkel brands

The brand in the beauty category should be the
personification of a flawless lady who always looks
unsurpassed and at the same time lives to the fullest! We
have experience working with many beauty brands, so we
know firsthand how to turn existing content strategy into
a unique one, create attractive content and distinguish
the brand from competitors in the eyes of the audience.
Due to this, we have been cooperating with Henkel for
many years and every year we surpass all competitors in
the category.

The secret of our success is the emphasis on quality local
content and visual component, live videos with models
and understanding the tone of voice.

about case

SYOSS FB

Indola FB

Schwarzkopf Professional FB

Indola IG

Schwarzkopf Professional IG

Our experience with cars –
Suzuki Ukraine

We received a specific request: to build knowledge about the
line of Japanese Suzuki cars. We decided to leave pragmatism
in the content but add emotion and inspiration. Avoid the same
type of posts with purely technical characteristics of the car this has become the number one principle. In total, published
16 posts per month and 14 stories.
During the year we:


reached more than 2.7 million target audiences on the
frequency 6+,



received more than 200 thousand reactions to posts and a
total of up to 1.5 million pages.

The monthly coverage of each social network was 1.2
thousand, and the audience involved was more than 30+
thousand people for one social network.

about case

Suzuki FB
Suzuki IG

Not only high-quality, but also a fun project
on the example of LayKit

We know how to make not only high-quality projects, but
also fun ones. So in 2019 we developed a project in social
networks for a dog poop cleaning brand =) To do this, they
published 9 fan posts per month, actively promoted them
in 2 social networks and targeted only dog lovers.
As a result:


1.5 million monthly coverage of the target audience
on one social network



16 thousand per month involved users on the same
social network



Growth in brand sales by 50% during the period of
activity

about case

LayKit FB
LayKit IG

With care
for your projects

For contact, it is better to call Vladimir Cherner

Vladimir Cherner
Chief Executive Officer, New Strategies
Group

m. 38 095 095 31 73
e. v.cherner@nsg.agency
w. nsg.agency

